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Abstract: With the rapid development of social networks, spam bots and other anomaly accounts’
malicious behavior has become a critical information security problem threatening the social network
platform. In order to reduce this threat, the existing research mainly uses feature-based detection or
propagation-based detection, and it applies machine learning or graph mining algorithms to identify
anomaly accounts in social networks. However, with the development of technology, spam bots are
becoming more advanced, and identifying bots is still an open challenge. This paper proposes a new
semi-supervised graph embedding model based on a graph attention network for spam bot detection
in social networks. This approach constructs a detection model by aggregating features and neighbor
relationships, and learns a complex method to integrate the different neighborhood relationships
between nodes to operate the directed social graph. The new model can identify spam bots by
capturing user features and two different relationships among users in social networks. We compare
our method with other methods on real-world social network datasets, and the experimental results
show that our proposed model achieves a significant and consistent improvement.

Keywords: social networks; spam bot detection; graph embedding; attention mechanism

1. Introduction

In recent years, online social networks (OSNs) such as Facebook and Twitter have become
ever more popular with users, and they have become convenient service platforms for people to
share and communicate. While people are immersed in the convenience and freshness brought by
social networks, numerous malicious behaviors generated by anomaly accounts, such as advertising,
malicious links and fake news, are common on social platforms [1].

The definition of an anomaly account in this article is a spam bot. Unlike other legitimate social
bots, the spam bot is a type of account that uses automated programs to spread malicious, phishing or
unsolicited content in social networks. The growing number of users and the open nature of social
networks make them ideal targets for automated programs (Bots) [2]. As a result, spam bots are widely
used to spread spam or malicious content. Manually managing a large number of spam accounts will
cause high costs, so many spammers use the Twitter API to create custom programs to automatically
publish spam tweets [3]. These spam bots use automated programs to launch various attacks on social
networks. For example, to spread advertisements, post tweets containing pornographic information [4],
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or hijack trend topics [5]. A recent study estimated that 9% to 15% of active Twitter accounts are spam
bots [6]. Chen et al. [7] found that 10% to 50% of the tweets generated by seven popular URL shortening
services on Twitter are always bots account. The malicious interaction behaviors or spam messages
being generated by such spam bots seriously affect the trust and security of social platforms. Therefore,
the effective identification of these spam bots has important practical significance in the development
of OSNs.

Previous research on anomaly account detection has mainly focused on the detection of anomaly
accounts or messages using a single feature set or simple relation structure. However, spam bots have
become more advanced and complex in evading existing detection methods. Research has shown that
social bots can interact with other accounts, post tweets on different topics, and display human-like
activities [8]. Therefore, spam bots can use advanced intelligent methods to evade the existing
anomaly detection system. For example, some spam bots release normal information most of the time,
and occasionally release promotional activities, advertisements, spam, etc. Methods based on a single
feature set (such as user behavior or content) have struggled to accurately detect anomaly users or
events, especially spam bots. At the same time, bots have gradually evolved into swarm intelligences.
The behavioral features of a single user may seem legitimate, but when multiple such users appear as
a group, they will show anomaly features [8]. For example, a group of users can collaborate to post
some fake comments or threatening activities on Twitter [6]. In large organizations, malicious teams or
internal groups usually work closely together to achieve this malicious purpose.

There are still some challenges to addressing these problems. First of all, when detecting anomaly
accounts and their behaviors in social networks by simply using features such as behavior/content, it
is necessary to extract these features that can effectively separate anomaly accounts and legitimate
accounts. However, spam bots usually pretend to be a legitimate account to evade the detection system.
They usually imitate the behavior of legitimate users, such as the number and frequency of tweets.
In addition, spam bots also apply complex social engineering techniques to manipulate information;
secondly, the design idea of the graph structure based on the detection system is to assume that
anomaly accounts struggle to effectively connect with many legitimate accounts in social networks.
However, in order to obtain higher network popularity, even legitimate users have begun to buy fake
bot accounts and indirectly add these anomaly users to their relationships. Therefore, a detection
system based on this hypothesis may eventually misclassify unknown accounts on the social graph.

Therefore, it is not enough to consider the behavior/content features or interactive relationship of
users unilaterally. We propose a new semi-supervised graph embedding a model based on a graph
attention network, which detects spam bots by fusing various user’s features and relational structures.
The algorithm consists of three steps. Firstly, the bipartite graph of the following relationship
and the retweet relationship between users is extracted from the social network. Secondly, the fusion
model of the two kinds of neighborhood relations is build. Finally, an attention mechanism-based
graph convolution neural network for spam bot detection is proposed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is described in Section 2. The proposed
approach for spam bot detection is detailed in Section 3. Experiments and evaluations are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 draws conclusions.

2. Related Works

This section reviews the related works from three aspects: spam bot detection, graph convolutional
networks and attention mechanism.

2.1. Spam Bot Detection

The existing spam bot detection models can be divided into two categories: feature-based method
and propagation-based method.

In the first method, the feature types include the profile feature, the user behavior feature, the network
structure feature, and the tweet content feature. It usually depends on applying well-known machine
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learning algorithms to the accounts to be detected. Kudugunta and Ferrara [9] extracted context features
from user metadata and designed a deep neural network method based on an LSTM architecture to
detect spam bots. Yang et al. [10] used four feature sets based on account, text, graph, and automation
(e.g., frequency of usage related to twitter API), and three machine learning classification algorithms to
identify bot accounts achieved good results. In the study of Cresci et al. [11], inspired by DNA sequences,
according to the type of tweets, each account is modeled as a series of behavior data, and the corresponding
“digital DNA” signature is generated. Account similarity is measured by calculating the length of
the LCS. Loyola et al. [12] introduced a new feature model, which includes the Twitter account usage
features and features other than sentiment analysis of tweet content. They proposed a classifier based on
a contrasting pattern to realize the Twitter bot detection. BotOrNot [13] extracted more than 1000 features
from a Twitter bot account divided into six categories. Then, the random forest classifier algorithm
was used to detect the robot. Recently, Li et al. [14] used node2vec and doc2vec embedding the as
input features of the text view and the social graph view, and proposed a semi-supervised model based
on an automatic encoder framework. However, the model does not explicitly capture the interaction
between users in the social graph.

Although these feature-based methods have achieved good results, they ignore the relationship
structure between users in social networks. They are easy to be imitated by bot accounts to evade
detection. According to our observation, various associations between users also play an important
role in spam bot detection.

The association relationship between accounts in social networks has the nature of a graph.
The graph-based method uses legitimate accounts and anomaly accounts to devise different structural
modes or connection methods in the formed graph to convert anomaly account detection problems
into the node classification problem in the graph, and then use the algorithm of graph mining to
distinguish legitimate accounts and anomaly accounts.

Jia et al. [15] use a set of labeled anomaly nodes and/or legitimate nodes in social networks
and then use random walks to propagate the label information in the graph to predict the remaining
nodes’ labels. Wang et al. [16] proposed propagation-based methods, which assume some correlation
between two users and use Markov Random Field (MRF) for modeling. However, these methods
cannot combine the features of tweet text. El-Mawass et al. [17] linked similar accounts based on
shared applications. They built an MRF model on the similarity graph, which used the similarity
between users to spread information about their label belief. Mulamba et al. [18] proposed a method
to classify users based on the inherent topology or structure of the underlying OSNs graph.

The graph-based method uses the network information in social networks and the connection
between accounts to detect bot activities. However, such methods cannot be extended to large-scale
online social networks and are vulnerable to time attacks.

2.2. Graph Convolutional Networks

Recently, graph-based deep learning algorithms have been increasingly studied. Much research is
devoted to extending the traditional convolutional neural network (CNN) that works in the Euclidean
domain to arbitrary graphs [19]. Kipf et al. [20] proposed a graph convolutional network (GCN), which
constructs graph convolution networks by local first-order approximation of spectral convolution.
The features of nodes are aggregated from local neighbors. Since then, a large number of researchers
have set foot in this field. William et al. [21] proposed an inductive framework, GraphSAGE. As a node
embedding algorithm, the framework effectively generates node embedding for invisible data using
node sampling and feature aggregation technology, which solves the limitation that GCN needs to
calculate the full graph Laplacian. The output embedding of each layer of nodes depends on all
the neighbors of the previous layer’ neighbors and shows how to extract nodes from the neighborhood
of nodes aggregate information. Veličković et al. [22] proposed an attention-based architecture to
classify graph structure data.
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At present, a graph convolution neural network has been applied in many fields, such as in
a recommendation system [23–26], in malicious account detection [27], etc. Ali et al. [28] proposed
a spam bot detection model based on a graph convolutional neural network (GCNN) by using
the features of nodes and aggregating the features of node neighborhoods. In addition to the feature
set, they also considered the social graph, which can detect spam bots better.

2.3. Attention Mechanism

The attention mechanism was first proposed in the visual field, and the Bengio team proposed it
in 2014, and it has been widely used in various fields of deep learning in recent years. Then, a new type
of network structure consisting only of self-attention and feedforward neural network appeared. When
the attention mechanism is used to calculate the representation of a single sequence, it is usually called
self-attention or internal attention [29]. The Google machine translation team completely abandoned
network structures such as RNN and CNN, and only used the attention mechanism for machine
translation tasks, and achieved good results [29].

In essence, the attention mechanism can allocate more computing resources to the more valuable
parts of the representation, that is, certain attributes or instances have higher weights. One of
the benefits of attention mechanisms is that they allow the processing of variable-sized inputs, focusing
on the most relevant part of the input to make decisions [22]. The attention mechanism has also become
a recent research hotspot. Inspired by the attention mechanism, the graph attention network (GAT) [22]
introduced the attention mechanism into GCN. By calculating the attention coefficient between nodes,
the importance between nodes and their neighborhood is learned, and the neighborhood is fused to
classify nodes. GAT allows each node to make decisions on its most relevant neighbors. In this paper,
a new social spam bot detection model is proposed, and a novel GAT-based method is applied to
the problem of spam bot detection for the first time.

3. The Proposed Approach

In this section, we first illustrate the problem of spam bot detection in social networks, then
describe the preliminary contents of two subgraphs in social networks. Finally, we present the approach
to modeling spam bot detection.

3.1. Formulation of The Problem

Spam bot detection is essentially a binary classification problem. Our goal is to build a classifier
that can accurately assign labels to accounts in the test set based on the features of a group of trained
users and/or social networks.

It can be described as follows. Given the social graph G = (V, E), the purpose of the spam bot
detection problem is to learn a classification function f : N→ Y . In the case of a given training set,
the social network account nodes in set N are classified into the correct class with the credibility
label Y by using the multielement information in account propagation. All kinds of information in
account propagation, including both account information and network structure information, should
be effectively integrated.

3.2. Subgraph Construction

In this subsection, we introduce the model of the user-follow graph and the user–retweet graph in
social networks.

3.2.1. User-Follow Subgraph

We define the user-follow graph as a directed graph G f = (V, E f ), where each node ui ∈ V represents
a user in social networks, and each edge (ui, u j) ∈ E f represents a follow relationship in the network.

We use E1 to represent a set of unidirectional edges, e.g., E1 =
{
(ui, u j)

∣∣∣(ui, u j) ∈ E f and(u j, ui) < E f
}
,
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and E2 is a bidirectional edge set, i.e., E2 =
{
(ui, u j)

∣∣∣(ui, u j) ∈ E f and(u j, ui) ∈ E f
}
. For each user ui ∈ V,

Figure 1 shows an example of a follow relationship in a simple social graph.

Figure 1. The follow relationship between users in social networks.

As shown in Figure 1, unidirectional edges (u1, u2) represent that user u1 is following user u2,
and bidirectional edges (u2, u3) represent that user u2 and user u3 are following each other. Based on
Twitter definitions, user u1 is a follower of user u2, user u2 is a friend of user u1, and user u2 and user
u3 are mutual friends. There is no direct relationship between user u1 and user u3. In this paper, we
denote the set of all neighbor relations of user ui as E f = E1 ∪ E2.

There are several explicit natural patterns in user following relationships that we can use to
further enhance our model [19]. Different types of neighbors have different effects on the label of
an unknown user. In social networks, according to the homogeneity of the social network, assuming
that account u j and account ui are bidirectional neighbors, ui usually has the same label as u j, because
legitimate accounts are not linked to anomaly accounts with the bidirectional edge in most cases.
In the unidirectional relationship, if the user ui has many unidirectional incoming neighbors, the user
ui tends to be marked as a legitimate account because the anomaly accounts in OSNs are unlikely
to attract a large number of other accounts, especially legitimate accounts. If the user ui has many
unidirectional outgoing neighbors, then ui is likely to be an anomaly account because the anomaly
accounts need to pay attention to a large number of other accounts to realize the dissemination of spam
information, while the legitimate account is selectively following other account.

3.2.2. User–Retweet Subgraph

We define the user–retweet subgraph as a directed graph Gr = (V, Er), wherein each node ui ∈ V
represents a user in social networks, and each edge (ui, u j) ∈ Er represents a retweet relationship in
the network. That is, user ui has retweeted user u j. The user–retweet subgraph is widely used in social
network analysis. Previous studies have shown that retweets can judge the influence of users better
than followers [30]. Influential users have strong relevance via their retweet influence. The probability
of anomaly users retweeting other anomaly users is 71 times higher than retweeting legitimate users.
The relationship between anomaly users is very dense, and the anomaly users with medium influence
have higher network centers [31]. This analysis is also applicable to the first-order neighborhood of
anomaly users.

Figure 2 shows the retweet relationship between users. The unidirectional edge (u2, u1) represents
that user u2 retweets tweets from user u1. Note that the direction of influence flow is opposite to that
of retweets, so we are actually dealing with graphs with reverse edges [32]. As shown in Figure 2, if
users u2, u4 and u5 all retweet u1, but user u1 retweets nobody, u1 may still be a central and influential
node. If user u1 is an anomaly account, users u2, u4 and u5 also tend to be marked as anomaly accounts
according to the influence of the retweet relationship.
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Figure 2. The retweet relationship between users in social networks.

3.3. GAT-Based Spam Bot Detection Model

In this subsection, we describe the proposed method for spam bot detection in social networks.
First, since our goal is to identify spam bots in social networks, it can be formulated as a node
classification problem on a directed bipartite graph with attribute nodes and edges. Therefore, we
improve the GAT [22] model and propose a spam bot detection model that aggregates different
neighborhood relations. The proposed method considers different types of neighborhood information.
The framework of the whole model can be shown in Figure 3. By explicitly considering the neighbor
relationship in the two relational subgraphs described in Section 3.2, the attention mechanism is used
to aggregate neighbor nodes’ features onto the central node, and the importance of different nodes is
learned. Finally, the whole model is trained end-to-end.

Next, we introduce how to model and describe the algorithm of the proposed method in detail.
To model the graph structure, we obtain the user embedding by collecting the embedding of neighbors.
However, before aggregating each node’s neighbor information, we should know that in the social
network structure, any two user nodes can be connected through different relationships (such as
followers). In a given relationship, each user has some neighbors based on this relationship. Since each
neighbor has different degrees of influence on the user, the purpose of node-level attention is to learn
the importance of neighbors to this node in the social graph, and assign different attention values to all
neighbors. We utilize node-level attention to express the importance of neighbor nodes relative to
a node in the social graph, and finally form node embedding. Specifically, we use self-attention [29] on
the nodes to learn the weights of various nodes.

First, consider the user–follow subgraph. For a node i ∈ V in the user–follow subgraph, the feature
vector corresponding to the l level is h f

i =
{
h f

1 , h f
2 , . . . , h f

N

}
, h f

i ∈ Rd(l), where N is the number of nodes
and d(l) is the number of features in each node. After using the attention mechanism to implement

the aggregation operation, the new feature vector is represented as h f
i

′

=
{
h f

1

′

, h f
2

′

, . . . , h f
N

′
}
, h f

i

′

∈ Rd(l).

In order to get a good enough representation ability, the input features need to be transformed
into higher-level features. The input feature needs at least one linear transformation to get the output
feature, so we need to train a weight matrix for all nodes: W f

∈ Rd(l+1)∗d(l), which is the relationship
between the d(l) features of input and the d(l + 1) features of output.
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Figure 3. The framework of the proposed model.

Given a pair of nodes, i ∈ V and j ∈ V, which are connected by a relationship (i, j), we can learn
the weight coefficient of e f

i j that indicates the importance of node j to node i. The importance of nodes
to (i, j) can be formulated as:

e f
i j = att(W f h f

i , W f h f
j ) (1)

where W f h f
i means the line transformation for the feature h f

i of node i in the user–follow subgraph,
and att is a self-attention mechanism for each node, in which a single layer feedforward neural network
is used. We use LeakyReLU as the activation function:

LeakyReLU(x) =

x, i f x ≥ 0

negative_slope ∗ x, otherwise
(2)

where x is the input, negative slope is a negative gradient, and the default value is 1× 10−2. The nonlinear
activation of LeakyReLU is added:

e f
i j = LeakyReLU(aT[W f h f

i

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣W f h f
j ]) (3)

where || represents the splicing operation, and aT is the weight vector after transposition, which is used
to parameterize the attention mechanism att.

Equation (3) indicates the importance of node j to node i without considering the information of
graph structure. Therefore, this attention mechanism is introduced into the graph structure through
masked attention. Thus, we only need to calculate the e f

i j of node j ∈ N f
i , where N f

i is the neighbor of
node i (including itself) in the user–follow subgraph. In order to allocate the weight better, we need to
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normalize the correlation between the current central node and all its neighbors, and get the weight
coefficient α f

i j by the SoftMax function:

α
f
i j = softmax j(e

f
i j) =

exp(e f
i j)∑

k∈N f
i

exp(e f
ik)

(4)

By processing the above formula, the sum of the weight coefficients of all the neighbors of
the current central node is 1.

After full expansion, the coefficients calculated by the attention mechanism can be expressed as
follows:

α
f
i j =

exp(LeakyReLU(aT[W f h f
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣W f h f
j ]))∑

k∈N f
i

exp(LeakyReLU(aT[W f h f
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣W f h f
k ]))

(5)

It can be seen that the weight coefficients of (i, j) depend on their features. In addition, the weight
coefficient calculated by Equation (5) is asymmetric. Therefore, their contributions are different from
each other. Note also that the weight coefficients α f

i j are asymmetric, which means that they contribute
differently to each other. The normalized attention coefficient is used to calculate the linear combination
of corresponding features as the final output feature of each node:

h f
i

′

= σ(
∑
j∈N f

i

α
f
i jW

f h f
j ) (6)

where σ denotes ELU nonlinear activation.
The user–retweet subgraph is treated in the same way. However, when we deal with the connection

between the user–follow and user–retweet subgraphs simultaneously, we usually do not know
the importance of transformation information, which comes from different subgraphs. We cannot
simply average the information together, but adaptively estimate the learning process of different
subgraphs. Then, the embedding of the node i can be aggregated by the projection features of neighbors
with corresponding coefficients, as follows:

h′i = σ(
1
2
(β

∑
j∈N f

i

α
f
i jW

f h j + (1− β)
∑
j∈Nr

i

αr
i jW

rh j)) (7)

where β is a free parameter to be estimated, the superscripts f and r represent the user–follow subgraph
and user–retweet subgraphs, respectively.

In order to stabilize the learning process of self-attention, we use the multi-head attention
mechanism which is used in the GAT [22] paper. We use K independent attention heads to perform
the transformation of Equation (7), then use the average value and delay the application of the final
nonlinearity to obtain the following output feature representation:

ĥ′i = σ(
1
K

K∑
k=1

(
1
2
(β

∑
j∈N f

i

α
f
i jW

f h j + (1− β)
∑
j∈Nr

i

αr
i jW

rh j))) (8)

where the K is the total number of times the attention mechanism is executed.
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In our experiment, to optimize the task of node classification, we integrate the representation of
nodes into the full connection layer, including SoftMax for prediction, to infer the classification label.
For the semi-supervised node classification task, we minimize the cross-entropy (CE) loss:

Loss = −
∑
i∈V

yi · log(ŷ′i ) + (1− yi) · log(1− ŷ′i ) (9)

where yi and ŷ′i are the ground truth and the predicted class label for node i, respectively.
For the spam bot detection, we minimize the cross-entropy loss as the optimization objective

function, which can be optimized by back-propagation with the help of a labeled node, and learn node
embedding simultaneously. The whole algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The main process of our approach

Input: The graphs G f and Gr; The feature vectors
{
h f

i , hr
i ,∀i ∈ V

}
; The number of attention head K

Output: prediction labels vector Y
1: for k = 1 . . .K do
2: for i ∈ V do
3: for j ∈ Ni do
4: Compute the weight coefficient α f

i j in user–follow subgraph using Equation (5)
5: Compute the weight coefficient αr

i j in retweet–follow subgraph using Equation (5)
6: end for
7: compute the node embedding h′i using Equation (7) with coefficient β
8: Using Equation (8) to average the learned embeddings ĥ′i from all attention head
9: end for
10: compute cross-entropy loss using Equation (9) and do back-propagation
11: Update model parameters and prediction labels vector Y
12: return Y

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

The Twitter 1KS-10KN dataset [10] contains labeled spam bots and legitimate users collected on
Twitter, as well as the followers and followings of each account. In addition, it also contains their
corresponding tweets and social network information. The dataset contains 11,000 nodes and 2,342,816
edges. The authors have shared their datasets on the internet for scientific research, which we use in
this article to evaluate our approach.

We use lightweight features that do not require complex calculations to form a feature set.
The features are shown in Table 1:

Table 1. Feature set.

Feature Description

account_age The number of days an account was created on Twitter
no_followers The number of followers for an account on Twitter

no_followings The number of followings for an account on Twitter
no_userfavourites The number of favorites received by an account on Twitter

no_statuses The number of tweets posted by the account on Twitter, including retweets
no_tweets The number of tweets posted by the account on Twitter

no_retweets The number of tweets retweeted

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

It is very important to choose a meaningful evaluation criterion for a binary classification task.
When measuring the performance of the algorithm, the most commonly used indicators are accuracy,
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precision, recall and F1-score, but the accuracy rate cannot reflect the overall situation in the imbalanced
dataset [33]. In order to more truly reflect the overall classification effect, we use the recall, precision
and F1-score to measure the performance of the proposed spam bot detection method. The performance
indicators are calculated as follows:

(1) Recall

The recall rate is the ratio of the correct classification of positive samples. It focuses on evaluating
the quantity of all the positive data that are successfully predicted as positive.

(2) Precision

Precision indicates the ratio of positive samples correctly predicted in the total predicted positive
samples. It focuses on assessing the quantity of all the data predicted as positive, which is the real
positive data.

(3) F1-score

The F1-score is a harmonic average of recall and precision. It is used as an evaluation standard to
measure the classifier’s comprehensive performance, and this metric is used as an important evaluation
metric to measure overall performance in our approach.

4.3. Compared Methods

(1) MLP: MLP is a feedforward artificial neural network model, which maps a set of input vectors to
a set of output vectors, and trains based on the feature set defined in the feature part.

(2) BP [34]: The belief propagation (BP) algorithm is an approximate calculation based on MRF, in
which information is transmitted iteratively between nodes in the graph, and the labels of nodes
are inferred from the prior knowledge of nodes and other adjacent nodes.

(3) RF [35]: This is a random forest classifier with multiple decision trees, and the output class is
determined by the mode of the categories output by individual trees.

(4) GCN [20]: This is a semi-supervised graph convolution network designed for graph structure.
The edge information is used to aggregate the nodes to generate a new node representation.

(5) GraphSAGE [21]: GraphSAGE extends GCN into an inductive learning task by training
the function (convolution layer) of neighbors of aggregation nodes, which play a generalization
role for unknown nodes.

(6) GAT [22]: This is a semi-supervised neural network with a graph attention mechanism.
The attention mechanism is used to aggregate the neighbor nodes to realize the adaptive
allocation of different neighbor weights.

4.4. Parameter Settings

Our model uses two hidden layers with 16 hidden units, and the number of attention heads is
eight. We optimize the parameters of the verification set and report the adjusted settings. We use
the Adam optimizer to train all the models. The learning rate is 0.005, with a maximum of 200 epochs.
The window of 10 epochs is used to stop ahead of time. We also use a dropout rate of 0.5.

For conventional methods, the MLP and BP methods are compared using the experimental results
in the paper of Ali [28]. For the RF method, we use the default parameter settings from the original
literature. For the method based on the graph neural network, on the basis of most of the parameter
settings recommended in the original paper, we optimize some parameters to fit the dataset we use.
We set two hidden layers for them. For GCN and GraphSAGE, we use 128 and 32 neurons, respectively.
For GAT, the number of hidden neurons is set to 16, and the number of attention heads is eight.
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4.5. Result Analysis

4.5.1. Comparison with Baselines

In this section, we first compare our algorithm with three classical machine learning algorithms.
In order to ensure the objectivity of the results, all the conventional algorithms use their default
parameters. The classification results are given in Table 2 in terms of recall, precision, and F1-score on
the test data.

Table 2. Classification results of classical machine learning methods.

Method Recall Precision F1-Score

RF 0.66 0.88 0.76
MLP 0.73 0.81 0.77
BP 0.54 0.56 0.55

Our Approach 0.88 0.93 0.91

Our method considers both feature set and graph structure. We can see that our method is
superior to other algorithms by comparing with classical machine learning algorithms such as RF, MLP
and BP, which only consider the feature set or graph structure. Especially for recall metric, our method
gets a high score of 0.88, which is 15% higher than that of the MLP algorithm. The comprehensive
evaluation metric of the F1-score represents the comprehensive performance of the classifier. The F1
score of our method is 15% higher than the second-ranked RF algorithm. Although the RF algorithm’s
precision reaches 0.88, which is close to our method, its recall value is only 0.66. This result reflects
that the RF algorithm is affected by imbalanced data, and the classifier makes a judgment result that
tends towards the majority class. Therefore, although the precision is high, about 34% of spam bots are
classified as legitimate accounts, which will still cause unpredictable security implications for the social
network, and cannot be applied to real spam bot detection. The BP algorithm classifies users from
the graph structure. Due to an imbalanced dataset’s influence, most users tend to be recognized as
legitimate users, so the classification effect is poor.

Compared with conventional machine learning algorithms on the same dataset, the recall and F1
scores of our method are much higher than those of other methods. It can be seen that the classification
effect of the classifier based on multi-feature representation is much better than that of the classifier
based only on features in both single and comprehensive evaluation.

4.5.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

The above baseline detection methods are all supervised models and can only use the social
network’s labeled part. Therefore, they have poor performance in the semi-supervised environment of
the real world [19]. Accordingly, we choose GCN, GraphSAGE, and GAT, which belong to the graph
neural network, to compare with our method.

Because the dataset used in this paper pays more attention to the following relationship, the retweet
subgraph extracted according to Section 3.2 is sparse. The effect is worse when used alone for spam
bot classification than for embedding with the following relationship. Therefore, the advanced graph
neural network algorithm for experimental comparison only considers the following relationship.
The classification results are given in Table 3 regarding recall, precision, and F1-score on the test data.

Table 3. Comparison of different algorithms on the dataset.

Method Recall Precision F1-Score

GCN 0.76 0.87 0.81
GraphSAGE 0.80 0.88 0.84

GAT 0.83 0.87 0.85
Our Approach 0.88 0.93 0.91
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In this part, due to the use of a more advanced graph neural network algorithm, the indicators
have been significantly improved compared with the traditional machine learning algorithm, especially
when the comprehensive evaluation metric of the F1 score, which is used to measure the algorithms’
experimental performance, is relatively stable. Due to the introduction of GAT’s self-attention
mechanism, the correlation between node features is better integrated into the model. The node by
node operation is free from the constraints of the Laplacian matrix. Therefore, the GAT algorithm shows
a better performance in the experiment. Our method improves GAT and is superior to other algorithms
in all metrics. The average increase of the three evaluation indicators is about 5%. In particular,
the value of the F1 score is 6% higher than the second-ranked algorithm.

From the experimental results, the three graph-based neural network algorithms’ classification
performances are relatively close, especially in the precision metric. It can be seen that this kind of
method is better than the traditional method in both accuracy and robustness. Because it considers
more neighbor types, our method achieves better classification results.

Besides this, when evaluating the proposed GCNwithMRF method in the paper of Wu et al. [19],
considering the class imbalance problem in the detection of spam bots in the social network, the author
uses the Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (PRAUC) calculated from the prediction score as
the evaluation metric. This is because the accurate recall curve is better in evaluating class imbalanced
data sets’ performances, while the ROC curve is deceptive in this case [36]. Therefore, we use
Scikit-learn [37] to calculate the PRAUC value. Our method’s PRAUC value is 0.91, which is better
than that of the GCNwithMRF method (0.87).

Through comparison, we can see that even in the imbalanced data, our method still maintains
a relatively stable overall performance, and shows better robustness.

5. Conclusions

This paper studies the problem of spam bot detection and proposes a novel attention-based
semi-supervised graph embedding model to solve it. The approach can identify spam bots by
aggregating user features and neighborhood relationships between users. Firstly, based on the directed
social graph’s operation, the model integrates a feature-based method and a propagation-based method,
modeling spam bot detection by aggregating features and neighbor relationship. Secondly, we also
analyze and fuse the following relationship and the retweet relationship between users, which further
improves the results. The fusion model identifies spam bots by capturing users’ features and different
neighborhood relationships in social networks. The improved graph attention network considers
the features of users and considers the different interactions between users. Experiments on real Twitter
data show that the proposed method is efficient and robust for spam bot detection.

In the future, we plan to mine more abundant hidden feature representations, and construct
detection models based on the various structural data and rich semantic data from social networks,
to further improve spam bot detection performance in social networks.
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